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X-ray tomographic microscopy is a well-established analysis technique in different fields
of the Earth Sciences to access volumetric information of the internal microstructure of
a large variety of opaque materials with high-spatial resolution and in a non-destructive
manner. Synchrotron radiation, with its coherence and high flux, is required for pushing
the temporal resolution into the second and sub-second regime and beyond, and
therefore moving from the investigation of static samples to the study of fast dynamic
processes as they happen in 3D. Over the past few years, several hardware and
software developments at the TOMCAT beamline at the Swiss Light Source contributed
to establishing its highly flexible and user-friendly fast tomography endstation, making
a large variety of new dynamic in situ and operando investigations possible. Here we
present an overview of the different devices, including an in-house developed detector,
a new highly efficient macroscope and a programmable fast rotation stage. Their tight
interplay and synchronization are key for lifting experimental design compromises and
follow dynamic processes with high spatial and temporal resolution unfolding over
prolonged periods of time, as often required by many applications. We showcase
these new capabilities for the Earth Sciences community by presenting three different
geological studies, which make use of different sample environments. With a tri-axial
deformation rig, chemo-mechanical-hydraulic feedbacks between gypsum dehydration
and halite deformation have been studied, while the spatio-temporal evolution of a solute
plume has been investigated for the first time in 3D with a flow cell. A laser-based heating
system available at the beamline provides access to the high temperatures required
to address bubble growth and collapse as well as bubble-bubble interaction and
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coalescence in volcanological material. With the integration of a rheometer, information
on bubble deformation could also be gained. In the near future, upgrades of most
large-scale synchrotron radiation facilities to diffraction-limited storage rings will create
new opportunities, for instance through sub-second tomographic imaging capabilities
at sub-micron length scales.
Keywords: synchrotron radiation, tomographic microscopy, time-resolved, in situ, high-temperature, high-
pressure, fluid flow, volcanology
INTRODUCTION
X-ray tomographic microscopy (XTM) provides access to
volumetric information of the internal microstructure of a large
variety of opaque materials with high-spatial resolution and
in a non-destructive manner. During the past decade, XTM
has become a widespread analysis technique and invaluable
tool in different branches of the Earth Sciences in laboratory
settings with conventional sources and at synchrotron facilities
(Cnudde and Boone, 2013). Typical applications cover the 3D
morphological characterization of micro- and macro-fossils (Friis
et al., 2015; Lindgren et al., 2018; Voeten et al., 2018) for
new insights into their anatomy, development and preservation,
leading to a deeper understanding of the paleobiology of extinct
organisms and related evolutionary theories (Cunningham et al.,
2014). Detailed microstructural and compositional analyses
of extraterrestrial materials (Hanna and Ketcham, 2017) are
fundamental for advancing our knowledge regarding, e.g., their
formation. Direct access to complex 3D pore networks at multiple
scales in different geological bodies and soils provides key
structural information for numerical modeling of, for instance,
fluid flow in porous media (Munawar et al., 2018). Recently,
XTM has been successfully used to document metamorphic
reactions (Zhu et al., 2016; Bedford et al., 2017), for digital
rock (and reservoir) petrophysical property predictions and
direct insight into micro-scale phenomena (Fusseis et al., 2012;
Blunt et al., 2013), and in volcanology, where it has been
providing insights into, for example, crystallization and degassing
processes in magma evolution (Moretti et al., 2019), bubble
growth in basaltic foams (Baker et al., 2012) and magma rheology
(Pistone et al., 2015c).
Although XTM for static samples and post-mortem specimens
is nowadays a well-established technique for geological materials,
many dynamic geological processes are still not fully understood
due to the lack of adequate investigation tools. Tomographic
analyses require sample stability during the data acquisition
process, which typically lasts several minutes to a few hours.
Microstructural changes during dynamic processes are usually
investigated in in situ experiments by “freezing” the ongoing
process at different intermediate conditions. In this way, it
was for instance possible to image metallic melt migration at
high pressure and temperature conditions (Berg et al., 2018).
Only recently, experiments with a higher temporal resolution
have become possible, in particular at tomography beamlines
of synchrotron facilities, thanks to the high brilliance and
flux of their beams (Di Michiel et al., 2005). Time-resolved
tomographic microscopy experiments at pore scales with a time
resolution of a few tens of seconds have also been performed
with conventional sources (Bultreys et al., 2016), but, for studying
faster processes with dynamics in the sub-second regime and
beyond, a third generation synchrotron source is a must. In
addition to the higher flux, which for a specific scan time
intrinsically leads to a higher quality tomographic volume,
synchrotron radiation is also characterized by at least partial
coherence. This feature unlocks the possibility of phase retrieval,
a key tool to further enhance the image quality in particular
in time-resolved applications (Mokso et al., 2013), with usually
sparse noisy data.
Several hard X-ray tomographic microscopy beamlines have
developed time-resolved capabilities over the past few years, and
have demonstrated XTM measurements with a time resolution
in the sub-second regime (e.g., ID15 at the ESRF, TOPO-
TOMO at ANKA, JEEP i12 at the Diamond Light Source,
TOMCAT at the Swiss Light Source, BL13W at SSRL, EDDI at
BESSY II, BL28B2 at SPring-8) (Salvo et al., 2012; dos Santos
Rolo et al., 2014; Dobson et al., 2016; Maire et al., 2016; Xu
et al., 2016; García-Moreno et al., 2018; Yashiro et al., 2018).
Despite these successful sub-second tomographic experiments,
their widespread use in the imaging community and a further
increase of the achievable temporal resolution has been hampered
by several fundamental and technical limitations that need to
be overcome in those measurements. Firstly, the available X-ray
flux and optical efficiency of the image acquisition process
determine the achievable imaging contrast, thus setting a lower
limit on the necessary exposure time for a measurement. This
is application-dependent and systems exhibiting a high inherent
X-ray contrast (e.g., between hard matter and gases) generally
require shorter acquisition times than those with lower contrast
(e.g., between different crystalline phases). Secondly, the scanning
time for a full 3D volume is also limited by how fast the
sample can be rotated through 180◦ (assuming the parallel
beam geometry available at the synchrotron). Fortunately, most
modern high-precision rotation stages can reach continuous
angular velocities of 600–900 rpm, corresponding to 20–30 180◦
rotations per second. A further bottleneck are the high-speed
imaging detectors. To reach the high frame rates (1–20 kHz)
needed to acquire several tomographic datasets per second, it
is often necessary to reduce the read-out region of interest
with respect to the full detector frame, severely compromising
the available overall field-of-view (FOV) of the measurement.
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Additionally, commercial high-frame rate CMOS detectors are
usually designed for a burst operation, utilizing fast on-board
memory of at maximum a few hundreds of GBs in size. Thus, only
a few seconds of the studied dynamics can be captured before
the internal memory is full and the data need to be downloaded
from the camera, a process taking typically several minutes
during which no further acquisitions are possible. The achievable
acquisition durations and intervals are therefore insufficient to
investigate many dynamic phenomena, which can instead span
time periods of several minutes if not hours. Another obstacle
is that most dynamic measurements require complex sample
environments, which may simply not be compatible with a fast
or a continuous sample rotation, for example, due to external
electric or fluid connections. Back-and-forth scanning avoids
coiling up of connection lines, but comes at a significant cost
in speed due to the additional time required to accelerate and
decelerate the rotation stage for every scan, and potential sample
motion associated with changes in direction. Lastly, available
software tools and computing infrastructures are not always
adequate to efficiently transfer, store, reconstruct, visualize and
analyze the tens of TBs of data generated during extended fast
time-resolved experiments.
The most intriguing dynamical phenomena tend to occur
under environments far from ambient conditions, such as
high temperatures, high pressures, reactive atmospheres, etc.
This is particularly true for the Earth Sciences, where, for
example, sub-surface conditions at elevated pressures and
temperatures comprise a major part of the research activities.
To gain access to these conditions, the user community
has been actively developing dedicated sample environments
that are compatible with the restrictions imposed by the
tomographic data acquisition protocol, namely the need to
rotate a sample while guaranteeing an unobstructed pathway
for the X-rays to the sample region to be imaged from all
viewing directions (e.g., Renard et al., 2016; Glatz et al.,
2018; Voltolini et al., 2019, to mention but a few). Dedicated
devices with a range of capabilities are even available from
commercial companies (e.g., Deben1). To optimally exploit these
developments in a very active community, the experimental
stations at synchrotron beamlines need to be designed such
that they provide sufficient space and load capacity to
accommodate these chambers as well as the required signal
processing and connectivity capabilities to synchronize the
control and monitoring signals from the sample cell with
the imaging data.
Recent hardware and software developments at the TOMCAT
beamline at the Swiss Light Source (SLS) (Stampanoni et al.,
2006) helped in consolidating its cutting-edge fast tomography
endstation and dynamical tomographic microscopy program
(Lovric et al., 2016). In the following, we first describe
these hardware and software advancements and highlight their
relevance for Earth Sciences studies (Table 1). We then present
three different respective applications, making use of different
sample environments. Finally, we discuss current limitations and
1deben.co.uk
future plans also related to the scheduled SLS machine upgrade
(Streun et al., 2018).
TIME-RESOLVED X-RAY TOMOGRAPHIC
MICROSCOPY ENDSTATION
Hardware
Source
X-ray radiation to the TOMCAT fast tomography endstation
is delivered by a 2.9 T bending magnet with a critical energy
of 11.1 keV (Stampanoni et al., 2006). The higher magnetic
field of the TOMCAT source compared to the normal SLS
bending magnets (1.8 T) enhances the flux at energies higher
than 20 keV by more than an order of magnitude. This aspect
is highly relevant for most in situ experiments, for which the
sample diameter is often 5 mm or more (also to avoid excessive
boundary effects) and the beam might have to penetrate a sample
environment, sometimes consisting of X-ray absorbing materials,
in addition to the sample itself.
XTM measurements using monochromatic radiation provide
superior image quality compared to those using a polychromatic
spectrum, in particular for strongly absorbing samples, since
beam-hardening artifacts can be avoided. However, the final
image quality is also strongly coupled to the number of
photons available for imaging. For time-resolved experiments
in the sub-second regime, the monochromatic flux at energies
higher than 20 keV, as mostly required in Earth Sciences
applications, is usually insufficient to achieve the necessary
image quality required to perform accurate data quantification.
Therefore, despite possible minor beam-hardening artifacts, fast
imaging at TOMCAT is almost exclusively performed with
polychromatic radiation.
The integrated flux over 2.75 × 2.75 µm2 (typical pixel area
for dynamic experiments) on axis at 25 m from the source
delivered by the TOMCAT superbend is shown in Figure 1A
(blue curve). A large portion of this flux consists of low
energy photons (<10 keV), which would not contribute to the
image formation since they would be completely absorbed by
the sample (and possibly contribute to radiation damage) but
lead to enhanced beam hardening. For this reason, the full
beam as delivered by the source (blue curve in Figure 1A)
is never used for the experiments, but it is always filtered at
least to some degree. At TOMCAT, we have different options
to modify the beam spectrum. In Figure 1A, the flux is
presented as a function of energy, after different routinely used
filters. Usually, an attenuator (5 mm Sigradur), cutting at least
50% of the beam power, is inserted into the beam, also to
prevent sample and optics damage. Additional filters are used
to further condition the beam and in particular to achieve a
narrower bandwidth, so to further reduce (beam hardening)
artifacts, when required.
It should also be noted that the beam spectrum (and therefore
also the flux) is not constant over the entire FOV, but it varies
off-axis along the vertical direction, since the vertical photon
source divergence is energy dependent (Figure 1B). To mitigate
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TABLE 1 | Summary of the features of recent hardware and software developments at the TOMCAT beamline and their relevance for time-resolved Earth
Sciences applications.
Features Relevance for time-resolved Earth Sciences applications
Hardware
Source
2.9 T bending magnet
High energies (up to 40 keV)
Large fan opening angle
High flux
Coherence
High material penetration (thick samples, sample environments)
Large horizontal field-of-view (22 mm)
High temporal resolution
Monochromatic option (higher image quality, quantitative information)
Phase contrast
Optics
Different microscopes
Different magnifications
High numerical aperture
Flexible experimental design
High efficiency, high temporal resolution
Detector
GigaFRoST
High frame-rate (max. 1.25 kHz)
High streaming rate (7.7 GB/s)
Custom acquisition and triggering modes
High acquisition speed
Sustained data acquisition
High experimental flexibility
Rotation stage
ABRT-200, Aerotech Inc.
High rotation speed (600 rpm)
Small error motions (<200 nm)
Electrical slip ring
Different scanning protocols
High temporal resolution
Micrometer spatial resolution
Compatibility with complex sample environments
High experimental flexibility
Software
Data acquisition Graphical user interfaces
Ipython command line interface
User-friendly
High flexibility, user-friendly
Data preview Flexible display of 2D projections
Display of arbitrarily selected tomographic slices
Optimal experimental control
Increased experimental control and steering options
Data information maximization
Data reconstruction Fast reconstruction pipeline
Phase retrieval
Routines for artifact reduction
Rapid access to tomographic volumes for beamline and experimental
parameter optimization
Efficient handling of large amount of data
Improved signal-to-noise and contrast-to-noise ratios
High image quality
this dependence and the resulting artifacts, a vertical FOV larger
than 5 mm is usually avoided. Horizontally, the maximum fan
opening angle is instead as large as 2 mrad (50 mm at sample
position 25 m downstream from the source). Contingent to the
available optics and detectors, however, a horizontal FOV larger
than 22 mm is never used.
Optics
At TOMCAT, different microscopes compatible with
polychromatic beam applications are available. For high
spatial resolution experiments requiring a pixel size of 1 µm or
less, a microscope (Optique Peter, Lentilly, France) equipped
with interchangeable long-working distance Mitutoyo objective
lenses is used and features a discrete set of magnification
values ranging from 5× up to 26×. For very low-resolution
experiments, a system with a high numerical aperture tandem
1:1 configuration (Optique Peter, Lentilly, France) is available
[pixel size of 11 µm if coupled to the GigaFRoST detector (see
Section Detector)].
The workhorse for many dynamic experiments, in particular
when a high time resolution is required, is, however, a recently
procured high efficiency custom-made macroscope (Optique
Peter, Lentilly, France) (Bührer et al., 2019). This system has
a fixed 4× intermediate magnification, which is suitable for
the investigation of many systems at a relatively high spatial
resolution of a few µm while at the same time capturing a
representative volume of interests of several mm. The key aspect
of this new optical component is its high numerical aperture
of 0.35, which boosted the efficiency compared to a previously
used system by nearly a factor of 5, while at the same time
providing a far superior image quality (the effective spatial
resolution, defined as the 10% modulation transfer function
bandwidth values for the high temporal resolution setup is
2.5 pixels). The design of the macroscope is modular, with
independent camera and front modules which can be rotated
into different positions. The system can also be mounted with its
principal optical axis oriented both horizontally and vertically.
This flexibility is important for optimally accommodating
complex sample environments, as it is often the case for Earth
Sciences applications.
Detector
Commercially available detectors capable of reaching kHz frame-
rates are normally designed for burst operation and are therefore
equipped with an internal memory of typically at maximum
a few hundreds of GBs, while the data download to storage
happens a posteriori via a communication protocol standard. This
architecture severely limits the optimal design of time resolved
experiments in several ways. The recorded FOV and number of
projections per scan often need to be compromised in favor of
increasing the total number of frames (hence of scans) that can
be stored in memory in order to gain a sufficient time duration
of the recording. Even then, an accurate synchronization of
the few second-long possible acquisition period to match an
unpredictable and sometimes still unexplored dynamical process
is often difficult to achieve, bearing the risk of missing the
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FIGURE 1 | Integrated flux over 2.75 × 2.75 µm2 (typical pixel area for
dynamic experiments) at 25 m from the source delivered by the TOMCAT
superbend (A) on-axis and filtered by different attenuators (50%: 5 mm
Sigradur, 5%: 20 mm Sigradur and 75 µm Mo), (B) off-axis at different vertical
positions attenuated by the 50% filter. The flux is expressed per eV (instead of
per 0.1% bandwidth) so that the absolute number of photons at a specific
energy can be directly read from the plot.
time point of interest. Furthermore, inspections of the acquired
data to validate beamline and experimental settings are delayed
by the relatively long download times, leading to unwanted
unutilized beamtime.
Efficient and reliable investigations of dynamic processes,
instead, require a sustained data acquisition capability over
extended periods of time, coupled with real-time availability of
the current image frame. The GigaFRoST (Mokso et al., 2017)
detection and read-out system, developed in-house and based
on a commercial CMOS imaging sensor, can acquire and stream
data with a rate as high a 7.7 GB/s directly to a backend
system in a sustained manner, eliminating any experimental
design compromise necessary with commercial systems. Further
advantages of the GigaFRoST include its customized acquisition
and triggering modes, which provide a high flexibility in the
experimental execution. A highly useful feature for most high-
speed experiments, which is provided by the GigaFRoST, is the
possibility of monitoring the ongoing process by previewing the
acquired projections while simultaneously storing the relevant
data to disk. This option enables a direct insight into the
investigated phenomena and the means to adjust the acquisition
protocol to the actual dynamics in real-time. Additional details
relevant to the specific applications are discussed in Section
“Applications” and summarized in Table 2.
Rotation Stage
The TOMCAT sample manipulator (Lovric et al., 2016) has been
custom designed to satisfy the stringent requirements of time-
resolved high-resolution tomographic microscopy in terms of
sample translational and rotational precision over a broad range
of rotation velocities. At the same time, sufficient degrees of
freedom are required to accurately align the rotation axis with
respect to the beam and detector as well as to choose the desired
volume of interest in the investigated sample.
A key component for reaching a temporal resolution in the
sub-second regime is the high-precision air-bearing rotation
stage (ABRT-200, Aerotech Inc.). It couples a maximum
continuous rotational speed as high as 800 rpm (finally limited to
600 rpm by other mechanical components) with axial and radial
error motions below 200 nm, totally acceptable for experiments
with pixel sizes of 2–3 µm. In parallel beam geometry, as it is the
case at the TOMCAT beamline, a maximum rotational speed of
10 full turns per second (600 rpm) corresponds to a maximum
time resolution of 20 tomograms per second (tps). If a higher
time resolution is required, a faster rotation unit provided by the
user group can easily be integrated in the beamline infrastructure.
In this way, an experiment requiring the acquisition of more
than 200 tomograms per seconds has recently been carried out
at TOMCAT (García-Moreno et al., 2019).
The air-bearing rotation stage is synchronized with a
mechanical rotation stage (ADRS-150, Aerotech Inc.) which
drives an electrical slip-ring with 60 lead-throughs. This slip-
ring decouples the spinning top part of the stage from the static
portion below. This is essential for achieving a high temporal
resolution with sample environments which require analog or
digital signals, since fast continuous rotation with dragged cables
is not feasible. In addition to providing the connectivity for two
linear translation stages mounted on top of the rotation axis
used for region-of-interest alignment, the slip-ring also serves
2 D-sub/DB-9 connectors available for easily interfacing user-
specific sample cells in the beamline environment. A slip-ring for
gases or fluids as well as a slip-ring positioned above the rotating
sample is not yet part of the beamline equipment, but can be
integrated in collaboration with user groups on demand.
The rotation stage is integrated in the EPICS beamline control
system and can be operated in different modes, providing
and/or accepting multiple TTL triggering signals to and from
detectors and other external devices (Lovric et al., 2016). The
highest possible temporal resolution in tomography is achieved
by a continuous data acquisition over many rotation cycles
during a high-speed steady sample rotation. The tomographic
reconstruction of each time point requires image data covering
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TABLE 2 | Summary of the technical details key to each presented Earth Sciences application.
Use casea Beam Rotation
protocol
Scanning
protocolb
Sample environment Contrast
mechanism
Section “Solute Transport Through
Porous Media”
Soil analog
∅ 4 mm
Monochromatic
(21 keV)
Back-and-forth 1.2 s
2.4 s
10 min
Flow cell Absorption
Phase
Section “Evaporite Deformation”
Evaporites
∅ 3.2 mm
Polychromatic Back-and-forth 2 s
0.5–1 min/5–10 min
30–240 min
Tri-axial deformation rig
Elevated temperature
Absorption
Section “Capturing Instabilities in
Bubble Interactions in 4D”
Obsidian
∅ 3.2 mm
Polychromatic Sequence scan 2 s
1 min
145 min
Laser heating system Absorption
Section “Quantification of Flow in
Bubbly Magmatic Fluids”
Synthetic basalt
∅ 7 mm
Polychromatic Sequence scan 1 s
7 s
10–90 min
Laser heating system
Rheological testing
apparatus
Absorption
aRelevant paper section, sample material and diameter. bScan time, interval between 2 scans, experiment duration.
an angular range of 180◦. The full dataset can thus be subdivided
into consecutive ranges of 180◦, each one representing one
discrete time step, as shown in Figure 2A. However, while a
short scan time for each individual volume is crucial to avoid
any motion artifacts caused by the evolving system, the relevant
structural changes can often still be clearly resolved with a
scanning interval for consecutive time points a few times longer
than the individual scan time. To this end, one of the most used
triggering modes is the so-called “sequence mode,” lending a great
amount of flexibility for defining customized time-structures
for a series of (non-continuous) scans. In this mode, multiple
triggering sequences, typically to be used as a gating signal for
the detector, can be defined, so that tomographic scans can
be easily acquired at different time intervals to best match the
investigated dynamics. This mode is shown schematically in
Figure 2B.
As mentioned earlier, many in situ sample environments are
unfortunately not compatible with a continuous sample rotation
due to external fluid or electrical connections. In such cases,
assuming that the external connections safely allow for rotations
of somewhat more than 180◦, one can fall back on back-and-
forth scanning modes. Data can either be acquired both during
the forward and backward rotation (Figure 2C), or always in
the same rotation direction by rewinding the sample orientation
in between (Figure 2D). However, these modes are decreasing
the achievable temporal resolution considerably to scan intervals
upwards of about 1 s. For faster scan times, the acceleration and
deceleration times and distances for the back-and-forth motion
are becoming prohibitive, both taking increasingly more time
than the scan itself and requiring acceleration distances of several
multiples of 180◦ for realistic acceleration rates available in high-
precision rotation stages.
The flexibility in choosing the most adequate scanning
protocol for each specific application is crucial to accommodate
a wide variety of use cases. In Section “Applications” and
Table 2, additional details specific for each of the showcase
applications are given.
Sample Environments
The TOMCAT endstation for time-resolved tomography is
highly flexible and features sufficient space around the sample
position to enable the easy installation and integration of user-
specific sample environments, including, for example, a humidity
chamber (Derome et al., 2011), a cell for in situ methane hydrate
growth (Sahoo et al., 2018), a tensile rig (Maire et al., 2016), a flow
cell (Armstrong et al., 2014), a cold chamber (Maus et al., 2011),
electrochemical cells for in situ battery (Ebner et al., 2013) and
fuel cell (Eller et al., 2015) operation, as well as complex setups
for in vivo experiments, e.g., on insects (Walker et al., 2014) or
mice (Lovric et al., 2017).
A Measurement Computing USB Analog/Digital IO Module,
integrated in EPICS, is also available to acquire, process
and output electronic signals. This multi-function device is
particularly suited to record analog electronic (high-speed)
signals (e.g., for monitoring and logging temperatures or
pressures during an investigation), as well as send custom-defined
signal sequences to control an experiment.
For studies at elevated temperature, a laser-based heating
system (Fife et al., 2012) can be mounted in a short time on top
of the standard sample manipulator. In addition to the two laser
heads with a small rectangular focus of 1× 0.2 mm2 described in
Fife et al. (2012), a pair of laser heads with a larger focal spot have
been procured (Apollo Instruments, Irvine, CA, United States)
and can be interchanged with the original set. The focus of the
new lasers is oval with a Gaussian-like power distribution and
6 × 4 mm2 in size at a working distance of 150 mm. They are
better suited to achieve near isothermal heating of samples with
a size in the order of 5 × 5 × 5 mm3, typical for time-resolved
experiments (Pleše et al., 2018). Both class IV diode laser sets
operate at the same wavelength (980 nm) with a power output
of 150 W per laser head.
The original pyrometry approach for measuring the sample
temperature is limited to temperatures above 350◦C. To
cover lower temperature ranges, important, for instance, for
oil shale pyrolysis investigations (Saif et al., 2019), a new
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FIGURE 2 | Illustration of different data acquisition modes for fast
tomographic measurements. The angular position of the sample is displayed
by the green line as a function of time in the θ(t) coordinate system. Below this
plot, typical TTL control signal sequences are represented by the blue line for
the camera enable signal and the red line for individual camera frame
exposure signals. The translucent blue rectangles mark the boundaries for
individual tomographic scans. Four different acquisition modes are shown: (A)
continuous acquisition during a continuous rotation of the sample. The total
rotation angle covers many times the 180◦ range required to reconstruct a
single volume. (B) The so-called “sequence scan,” where acquisition windows
can be programed to occur at configurable positions of the continuous
rotation, allowing for a tighter control of the time series properties and
scanning intervals. (C,D) Where a continuous rotation of the sample is not
possible, scans can be acquired in a back-and-forth motion of the sample,
either in both movement directions (C) or only along one direction with a
rewinding operation in between (D).
option to use a K-type thermocouple (Omega Engineering,
Stamford, CT, United States) has been implemented and can
be used simultaneously with the pyrometer. The thermocouple
is typically inserted through the bottom of the sample holder
and located at or near the base of the sample. The signals
are read out through the slip-ring by a signal conditioner box
(Omega Engineering, Stamford, CT, United States). As opposed
to the pyrometer, which measures at different locations on
the surface of the sample or sample holder during rotation,
the thermocouple sensor remains stationary with respect to it,
leading to a significantly more stable temperature measurement.
The disadvantage of the thermocouple is the impossibility to
position the sensor directly at the heating (and imaging) position,
resulting in an offset of the measured temperature.
Temperature control is achieved either through the direct
definition of laser current profiles or by dynamically adjusting the
heating power using a PID-based feedback-loop on the measured
temperature. The latter approach is very susceptible to variations
in the temperature readings of the pyrometer due to material
inhomogeneities, changes of the emissivity and sample wobble
or the slow response of the thermocouple system, rendering
a stable tuning of the PID parameters very difficult and often
resulting in large unwanted temperature fluctuations. For this
reason, most experiments rely on the direct control of the laser
power. This approach requires a calibration step at the beginning
of each experiment, but results in significantly more stable
temperature profiles.
For experiments at high temperatures, the samples are usually
contained in (relatively) X-ray transparent boron nitride or
alumina crucibles or quartz capillaries. A gas diffuser positioned
above the sample can be used to control the sample atmosphere
during the measurement.
While the fast tomography endstation at TOMCAT can
accommodate a large palette of user-provided devices, for safety
reasons it was not possible to integrate external laser systems
in the same way until now. With the ongoing development
of a new laser safety and integration concept, this limitation
will soon be lifted and lasers with different characteristics than
those presently available at the beamline could be used for
tomographic experiments.
Software
In addition to outstanding imaging performance, one of the key
guiding principles for the development of the hardware for the
fast TOMCAT endstation has been its flexibility. Adaptations
of the application-specific sample setups required to match
the beamline infrastructure are kept to a minimum, while the
choice and combination of different endstation components
and tools (sample environment, microscope, detector, etc.)
enables an optimal match of the measurement system to the
investigation needs. These same principles, together with a
focus on user-friendliness, are also used as a precept for all
software developments.
Data Acquisition
All major hardware components (slits, shutters, detectors,
microscopes, rotation stage and sample environments) at the
beamline are integrated in the EPICS beamline control system.
Manual manipulation and monitoring of individual components
is available via graphical user interface panels for EPICS
(caqtdm). For the development and automation of more complex
data acquisition protocols, libraries and bindings for EPICS
exist for various programing and scripting languages (python,
java, MATLAB, etc.).
The tight synchronization of data acquisition and
measurement devices required for fast tomography, however, is
not achievable by software communication between these sets
of devices. Instead, electronic control signals need to be used to
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send signals triggering or enabling different parts of the process
chain. Both the rotation stage controller and the GigaFRoST
detector can be programed to accept and output TTL signals in
a variety of different modes (Lovric et al., 2016; Mokso et al.,
2017). The synchronization is aided by a custom-designed TTL
signal distribution box and the Measurement Computing DAQ
device to record the signal trains.
Measurements with the GigaFRoST are controlled via an
ipython command line interface. It allows the configuration
of all measurement parameters (e.g., number of images to be
acquired, region of interests, exposure time, rotation mode,
etc.) and controls all of the necessary beamline devices during
experiments. After the initial setup, users usually need to learn
but a handful of different simple commands (4–6) to control their
complex experiments.
To increase the flexibility with regards to the integration of
user-specific equipment as part of the measurements, a plugin-
system to communicate with additional external devices on
demand, as part of the experimental workflow, is currently
under development.
Raw experimental data is saved in an HDF5 file structured
according to the Data Exchange format (De Carlo et al., 2014),
including the metadata information describing the acquisition
parameters of the measurement.
Data Preview
With the GigaFRoST detector, it is possible to preview
radiographic projections while data are acquired (Mokso et al.,
2017). This feature is key for the optimal control of fast
tomographic experiments, where often the time scales of the
dynamics under investigation are not yet well known. The option
to display only selected images, for instance projections only at a
specific angle to effectively suppress the rotational motion of the
sample in the preview, makes it possible to even better observe
and assess ongoing changes.
Although 2D X-ray projections of the sample already provide
very insightful information to control and steer the experiment,
for several applications they are unfortunately not sufficient
to detect subtle but important changes indicating for instance
the onset of a particular event. To expand the controlling
and steering options, a previewing tool outputting selected
arbitrarily oriented tomographic slices on-the-fly is currently
being developed (Buurlage et al., 2019). This tool enables the
optimization of the beamline and of experimental parameters
as well as for instance the real-time selection of a region of
interest in a larger volume, an operation often very difficult
to achieve from 2D projections only. In a proof-of-concept
experiment, the water uptake by a yarn sample and the filling
of its pore space with liquid could be followed in real-time
through selected tomographic slices. Per contra, the arrival of
water at the measurement position remained invisible in the
corresponding 2D projections.
Dynamic processes can be very sample- and experimental
parameter-dependent and it is not always possible to predict
when an event (e.g., crack opening) in the imaged region
will occur. Furthermore, different mechanisms with different
characteristic velocities, including very abrupt changes, could
be present at the same time (e.g., slow plastic deformation
and abrupt failure) requiring therefore the acquisition of single
tomographic volumes as fast as possible to optimally image
also the fastest processes. To avoid the collection of a large
amount of useless data as well as putting the streaming and
storage infrastructure under unnecessary load, it is of utmost
importance to match the data acquisition to the dynamics of the
studied process.
This new tool not only leads to information maximization
in the acquired data, but opens up new options for an active
experimental control, e.g., stabilizing a temperature ramp as
soon as a magma starts vesiculating, or adjusting the tensile
or compressive force when a particular microstructure starts
to develop, further enhancing the flexibility of the endstation
and helping in the realization of complex time-resolved
tomographic studies.
Data Reconstruction
The sustained data rates provided by the GigaFRoST can
be as high as 7.7 GB/s, leading to the collection of tens to
hundreds of TBs of raw data per day. To fully exploit the
potential of the TOMCAT fast tomography endstation, these
large amounts of acquired data need to be efficiently handled
and, in particular, tomographically reconstructed. Full access
to the 3D microstructure shortly after the experiment is in
addition important for decisions on beamline and experimental
parameters. Computational tools for post-processing raw
tomographic data have unfortunately not experienced the same
rapid developments as high frame rate detectors. At TOMCAT
we have developed a fast and user-friendly tomographic
reconstruction pipeline delivering full tomographic volumes
just a few seconds to minutes after data acquisition completion
(Marone et al., 2017). In addition to several routines for
the reduction of artifacts (e.g., ring and zinger removal),
phase retrieval according to the Paganin algorithm (Paganin
et al., 2002) is part of the pipeline and key for improving the
signal-to-noise and contrast-to-noise ratios of sub-second time-
resolved tomographic experiments (Mokso et al., 2013). With a
combination of dedicated and shared computing infrastructures,
it is possible to simultaneously reconstruct selected tomographic
volumes almost in real-time for fast data assessment as well
as post-process TBs of raw tomographic projections in an
efficient manner.
APPLICATIONS
Solute Transport Through Porous Media
The transport of substances dissolved in liquids and their
chemical reactions in topologically complex environments, such
as porous media, play an important role in many environmental
and industrial applications, including, for example, contaminant
remediation (e.g., Williams et al., 2009), nuclear waste disposal
(e.g., Winograd, 1981), enhanced oil recovery (e.g., Jiménez-
Martínez et al., 2016) and geothermal energy production
(e.g., Barbier, 2002), among many others. The majority of
natural and man-made porous media exhibits a high degree
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of spatial heterogeneity in terms of flow dynamics, with
development of both preferential paths (high velocity regions)
and stagnation zones (low velocity regions). Such a degree of
heterogeneity makes solute transport very complex and difficult
to understand and characterize, and therefore to be controlled
(Dentz et al., 2011).
Dispersion and mixing are two of the main transport processes
of solutes through porous media. Dispersion describes the
continuous increase through time of the spatial extent of a
solute (generically called “solute plume” in what follows) within
the media. It is mostly a consequence of the high degree of
spatial heterogeneity in the fluid flow velocity, which enhances
the spatial heterogeneity of the solute concentration within the
liquid. Mixing, in contrast, is the process that increases the actual
total volume occupied by the solute, i.e., a spatial smoothing
of the solute concentration field (Ottino, 1989; Kitanidis, 1994;
Dentz et al., 2011). Mixing can also be defined as the process
in which two solutes (e.g., resident and incoming solution) tend
to occupy the same volume in space. The characterization of
dispersion is important to predict the spatial extent of a solute
plume. However, it does not provide any information about
the actual mixing of solutes (i.e., the distribution of the solute
concentrations) within the plume. This is a major problem
because concentration fields control chemical reactions (Flühler
et al., 1996; Dentz et al., 2011; Chiogna et al., 2012; de Barros
et al., 2012; de Anna et al., 2014). Indeed, mixing plays a key
role in controlling both fluid-fluid and fluid-solid reactions.
Since in porous media both mixing and chemical reactions
intrinsically occur at the pore-scale, i.e., at the length scale of
the space between the components of the solid skeleton, mixing
also needs to be characterized at this length scale. The relative
importance of transport to chemical reactions, either within the
liquid or with the hosting solid environment, is measured by the
Damköhler number (Da), representing the ratio of advection to
reaction time scales. Chemical reactions can thus be classified
as mixing-driven (or mixing-limited), when the reaction is fast
compared to advection (Da>>1), or kinetics-driven (Da<<1) in
the opposite case.
The experimental characterization of mixing and chemical
reactions in porous media has been so far very difficult,
mainly due to technological bottlenecks in visually accessing
these “hidden” environments. While microfluidics enables the
visualization and quantification of, e.g., concentration gradients
with high temporal and spatial resolution (e.g., Jiménez-Martínez
et al., 2015), it is experimentally limited to 2D, with obvious and
expected differences in the observed phenomenology compared
with the reality. As an example, a recent theoretical and numerical
study has suggested that the additional degree of freedom
offered by the third dimension affects mixing and mixing-driven
processes (Lester et al., 2013, 2016). Time-resolved synchrotron-
based XTM provides the means to advance in the investigation of
solute dispersion and mixing through partially or fully saturated
porous media, at the actual pore-scale, beyond the 2D model case
studies employed so far.
In this study, we have been focusing on a fluid-fluid solute
system to characterize the impact of the third dimension, i.e., of
a larger tortuosity in the pore space (Ghanbarian et al., 2013)
compared with that achievable in a 2D microfluidics model,
on the dispersion front’s geometrical and topological properties
and on the concentration gradients distribution, therefore on
the mixing. The physical model used in our in situ experiment
during XTM consisted of a packing of sintered, irregularly shaped
borosilicate glass beads, manufactured by Hilgenberg GmbH. We
chose such a bead packing as an analog of soil. As a porous
medium, it possesses a spatially heterogeneous pore space with
a size distribution in the range of 40–100 µm. The bulk porosity
of the whole bead packing is about 28% and its permeability is
10−10 m2. For this in situ experiment, we manufactured a flow
cell consisting of three pieces: two conic containers, at the top
and bottom of the cell, used as flow inlet and outlet, and a central,
cylindrical container, within which the bead packing was fixed
(Figure 3). Paraffin film was set between the bead packing and the
container to minimize boundary effects. Any of the three parts
of the flow cell was printed in 3D by stereo-lithography (DWS)
using a photosensitive resin composed of acrylic monomers
(Vitra 429). The central part of the cell, containing the bead
packing, has an external diameter of 4 mm and is 8 mm high.
The whole flow cell with the bead packing was mounted on the
TOMCAT fast tomography endstation rotation stage, its inlet and
outlet parts being connected to PEEK tubes (790µm OD, 250µm
ID) (Figure 3). The in situ experiment consisted in pushing a
liquid (called herein “tracer fluid”) through the inlet into the
bead packing, after having partially saturated the sample in
advance with another liquid (herein called “resident background
fluid”). Both the saturation with the background fluid and the
further injection of the tracer fluid occurred via an automatically
controlled syringe pump (by Harvard Apparatus) connected to
the inlet and pumping at a constant flow rate (0.015 mL min−1).
The pressure difference between the inlet and the outlet was
simultaneously measured using microfluidics pressure sensors
(MPS by Elveflow). As background fluid, we used a KI water-
based solution with 0.06 M concentration. The tracer was also
a KI water-based solution, but with a much higher concentration
(0.9 M). We chose KI as the solute to be transported because of
(1) its lack of chemical reactivity with the borosilicate beads and
(2) because of its high effective atomic number Zeff , mainly due
to presence of the I− ion. It allowed creating a sufficient X-ray
absorption and phase contrast on the voxel length scale inside
the regions of the pore space saturated with the liquids during
dispersion and mixing of the tracer within the background fluid.
Since the tubes were directly connected to the inlet and
outlet of the flow cell without a slip ring, it was not possible to
continuously rotate the flow cell mounted on the TOMCAT X-ray
tomographic rotation stage. Instead, the flow cell was rotated
around its vertical axis of 180◦ during the tomographic data
acquisition, then it was rotated back to the 0◦ orientation before
starting the tomographic acquisition at the next point in the
time series (cf. Figure 2D, back-and-forth rotation protocol). The
tomographic acquisition settings were kept constant throughout
the time series. As in most time-resolved experiments, the high-
efficiency 4×macroscope coupled to the GigaFRoST detector was
used. Since achieving quantitative information about the solution
concentration from the voxel values was an essential point for
this study, we decided to use monochromatic radiation (21 keV)
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FIGURE 3 | Experimental setup used to study solute transport through porous
media (modified from Setiawan et al., 2014), which includes: (1) syringe pump,
(2) syringe, (3) tubing, (4) connector, (5) bottom cap, (6) flow cell printed in
resin, (7) cone at the inlet and outlet, (8) sintered irregular glass beads, (9)
holder, (10) pressure sensor, (11) X-ray detector, and (12) parallel beam.
so to avoid beam hardening artifacts, despite the significant
flux reduction. Thanks to the high quality and efficiency of the
used optics, it was nonetheless possible to keep the scan time
around 1 s. Indeed, the actual acquisition of a single tomographic
dataset, including rotation acceleration and deceleration, took
about 1.2 s. The experiment consisted in acquiring a time series
of such datasets at a sampling frequency of one tomogram
about every 2.4 s, while the tracer was continuously pushed
into the flow cell at the constant flow rate mentioned above.
This high acquisition frequency achievable at the TOMCAT fast
tomography endstation is essential in capturing the targeted
processes. Indeed, the time scale of the tomographic acquisition
(τac) must be smaller than the time scale of both the solute’s
advection (τa) and of its diffusion (τd) over a pore length
(τac<<τa<<τd). The sustained acquisition possibilities offered
by the GigaFRoST enabled the acquisition of a tomographic time
series with 80 time-frames, of which about 50 were necessary
to displace the tracer from the inlet to the bottom of the bead
packing. The voxel size of each tomogram was 2.75 µm, with an
effective spatial resolution of approximately 2 voxels (5.5 µm).
This resolution allowed us to get access to a sufficient level of
details of the pore space as well as of the concentration gradients
and geometrical features of the tracer plume. All tomograms
were reconstructed (including phase retrieval) using the beamline
hardware and software infrastructure (Table 2).
Figure 4 shows the spatio-temporal evolution of the solute
plume at 4 out of the 80 available time frames. The time frame
of Figure 4A was designated as time = 0 s and depicts the
tracer fluid starting to enter into the porous medium. Each
panel in Figure 4 shows, by 3D rendering, about one quarter
of a reconstructed tomogram as two overlapped volumes: the
bead packing volume (in gray tones) and the volume occupied
by the liquids (in colors). Both volumes were selected via a
customized 3D image segmentation workflow. The gray tone
scale used to represent the bead packing voxel values was
associated to the same voxel value range fixed for any time
frame. The same was done for the representation of the liquid
voxel values. In Figure 4, only the color scale bar describing
the liquid volume is shown, normalized to its maximum value
in space and time. Such a color scale represents a proxy of the
physical tracer concentration scale. Thus, bluish colors mean
lower concentration, while more reddish colors are associated
with a higher concentration of KI in water. The arrow in each
inset indicates the flow direction through the porous medium.
For providing better evidence of the successful resolution of the
tracer concentration gradients inside the liquid volume, each
inset shows a planar cross-section parallel to the flow direction
depicting the complete sample’s volume and adopting the same
color scale of the 3D rendering.
The insets in Figure 4 represent a small excerpt of the
complete concentration field temporal evolution, showcasing
the very heterogeneous chemical landscape. The dispersion
(spreading along the main flow direction) increases with time, as
does the existence of a larger volume of fluid with concentration
different from 0 and 1, indicating a temporal increase of mixing
between the two fluids. Note that the co-existence of high and
low fluid flow velocity regions induces an incomplete mixing
behind the plume’s front. In the low velocity regions, high
concentrations are mainly reached by molecular diffusion. The
spatial distribution of the phases and the imposed boundary
conditions allow estimating the local flow velocities with the help
of a computational fluid dynamics solver. Incomplete mixing
has implications in the global reactivity of the system, i.e.,
the existence of concentration gradients promotes reactions.
Although the main purpose of this first proof-of-concept study
was to infer dispersion and mixing, in addition to testing the
potential of the experimental approach for this purpose, the
chemical reactivity could be also investigated. Assuming a fast
reversible reaction, i.e., a mixing-driven reaction (Da<<1), of
known equilibrium constant, the local reaction rate can be
inferred from the mixing of the tracer with the background liquid
using the method presented by De Simoni et al. (2005, 2007)
and Willmann et al. (2010), already successfully applied to 2D
experimental data by Jiménez-Martínez et al. (2015). This allows
quantifying the 3D spatial distribution of local reaction rates from
the measured tracer concentration fields.
Evaporite Deformation
The processes that allow for km-scale rock deformation and
mountain building are taking place on the grain scale. “Thin-
skinned” foreland mountain belts like the Swiss Jura Mountains
usually form where km thick sediment stacks get detached from
underlying rock units along evaporitic rock sequences (e.g.,
Jordan, 1992; Vergés et al., 1992). Evaporites are a type of
sedimentary rock that forms due to the evaporation of saline
water in isolated basins, and are mostly composed of calcite
(CaCO3), halite (NaCl) and calcium sulfates such as gypsum
(CaSO4 · 2H2O). In the course of diagenesis (with increasing
pressure and temperature during burial), gypsum dehydrates to
bassanite (CaSO4 · 0.5H2O) and anhydrite (CaSO4).
The exact grain-scale mechanisms operating in evaporitic
detachments are still debated. There is consensus on the
significance of the low mechanical strength and low permeability
of rock salt. The exact role of the gypsum dehydration reaction,
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FIGURE 4 | Graphical rendering of the time series of tomographic datasets during the solute transport through a porous medium. Each panel refers to a distinct
point in the time series. The time scale was set to 0 s for the dataset in panel (A), corresponding to the time when the tracer starts to penetrate the porous medium.
Each panel (B for time = 48 s, C for time = 96 s, D for time = 144 s) shows the 3D rendering of two distinct and complementary sub-sets of the acquired X-ray
phase contrast tomogram: the glass beads volume (in gray scale) and the liquid (in colors). Approximately one quarter of the porous medium volume is shown, while
the rest was cut out in order to better show the liquid distribution inside the pore space. The arrows indicate the main flow direction. The color mapping is identical
for all time points, and the liquid phase value range was renormalized to its maximum value in space and time during the overall experiment duration. The
corresponding color bar is shown in each inset. More bluish colors correspond to smaller (normalized) solute concentration values while more reddish ones indicate
higher concentrations. Additionally, a planar cross-section through the full extent of the liquid volume along the flow direction is shown in each panel. All voxels not
belonging to the liquid phase are rendered in black in these vertical slices.
which releases large quantities of pressurized water and affects the
effective stress in detachment faults, is still being explored.
In a pressure and temperature dependent reaction, gypsum
dehydrates to form bassanite:
CaSO4 · 2H2O (gypsum)→ CaSO4 · 0.5H2O (bassanite)
+ 1.5H2O (water)
The reaction is accompanied by a solid volume reduction of
∼29%, which usually causes the formation of porosity around
the nucleating and growing bassanite grains. However, the total
volume of the reaction is positive with +8%, due to the large
volume of the released water. Where the water cannot drain, pore
fluid pressure will build up.
Although, individually, gypsum dehydration and salt
deformation have been studied extensively, little is known
about the complex chemo-mechanical-hydraulic feedbacks
between gypsum dehydration and halite deformation. The (i)
reduction in solid volume during the dehydration reaction
which produces porosity, (ii) hydraulic fracturing induced by
fluid overpressure, which reduces the pore fluid pressure and
lets the dehydration reaction progress, and (iii) the expected
low permeability of salt affect the transport properties and
influence the deformability of the rock. Ultimately, it is these
coupled processes on the grain scale that determine the
role of evaporites in tectonic processes. In situ experiments
documented with time-resolved (4D) synchrotron-based
X-ray tomography are ideally suited to study feedback
processes in evaporites with the necessary temporal and
spatial resolution.
To investigate the chemo-mechano-hydraulical feedbacks
during evaporite deformation and dehydration, rock
deformation experiments have been performed at SLS’s
TOMCAT beamline. These experiments were enabled by the
X-ray-transparent tri-axial deformation rig Mjölnir (Figure 5,
Butler et al., 2017), integrated at the beamline just for this specific
experiment. Mjölnir deforms cylindrical samples with a diameter
of 3.2 mm and 8–10 mm height. At ambient temperatures,
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FIGURE 5 | Experimental setup. (A) Photograph of the deformation rig Mjölnir installed at the TOMCAT beamline. (1) Fluid inlet to load ram. (2) Upper band heater.
(3) X-ray transparent pressure vessel (sample located inside). (4) Thermocouple connector. (5) Confining fluid inlet. (6) Scintillator. (B) Schematic sketch of Mjölnir,
the high-pressure syringes controlling load and confining pressure, and the inner sample assembly. (C) Data derived from high-pressure pumps and temperature log.
Stages of an experiment are indicated: (i) Initiation of the experiment: Pressurization, loading and heating (ii) Main part of the experiment with XTM scans at short
intervals. Semi-transparent green crosses on temperature log curve (black) indicate time of XTM scan acquisition. (iii) End of experiment. De-pressurization and
cooling. The ram syringe fill level curve is a proxy for load piston displacement. Decrease of the syringe fill level during the experiment indicates advance of the piston
into the sample chamber as response to sample shortening/deformation.
it allows the application of a confining pressure (Pc) of up to
50 MPa via a confining fluid, and axial loads of more than
600 MPa. The axial load is applied via a piston that is driven
by a hydraulic actuator. Both, the confining pressure and axial
load are remotely controlled via two high-pressure syringe
pumps (Figure 5B). For the experiments described here, the
rig was equipped with band heaters (Figures 5A,B) to perform
experiments at sample temperatures of up to 110◦C. Higher
temperatures are possible but were not necessitated by the
experiments described here.
We deformed/dehydrated solid samples composed of either
homogeneous mixtures of NaCl and gypsum or alternating
NaCl – gypsum layers. Samples were pressurized to a Pc of
15 MPa, loaded to 8 MPa of differential stress and heated to 96–
110◦C (Figure 5C). The Pc and the axial load were logged at 1 Hz.
The temperature was logged every time a tomographic scan was
acquired. The FOV was∼5 mm wide and 3.3 mm high, at a voxel
resolution of 2.753 µm3.
The coupled dehydration/deformation processes investigated
in this study involve non-linear positive feedbacks and transient,
run-away behavior can occur. Consequently, a good balance
between fast data acquisition and data quality was very important
to us to avoid motion artifacts and minimize noise in the XTM
data. On the basis of previous experiments, we further anticipated
that the relevant processes would unfold over prolonged periods
of time, where the capability to continuously stream data from
the camera would be critical. The GigaFRoST camera coupled
to the highly efficient 4x macroscope allowed us to meet both
requirements. Individual XTM datasets were acquired in ∼2 sec,
rotating Mjölnir over 180◦ while collecting 2000 projections.
White/dark field images were acquired every 3–5 h. At the start of
an experiment, the scan interval was chosen to be high, at either
every 0.5–1 min. In later stages of the experiment, where the
rate of microstructural change slowed down, acquisition intervals
were reduced to every 5–10 min. 3D data were reconstructed
from the projections at the beamline (Table 2).
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With the acquired time resolved 3D data it is possible to closely
follow the spatial and temporal advance of the dehydration
reaction in the gypsum layers and its link to the microstructural
changes observed in the sample. The high quality of the data,
especially in terms of absorption contrasts, allowed the use of
largely unsupervised segmentation algorithms to extract pores
and bassanite confidently. Tracking the discrete evolution of
these two phases in the large 4D datasets is critical for the
quantification of the different feedback mechanisms.
Heating the sample over the gypsum stability field destabilizes
the gypsum and causes it to dehydrate. This destabilization of the
system triggers a number of coupled transient developments. In
these experiments, dehydration reaction in the gypsum initiates
at the contact to the salt layer, and reaction spreads over the whole
gypsum layer on the order of a few tens of minutes (Figure 6).
Whereas porosity formation in the gypsum layer is an expected
result of the dehydration reaction (e.g., Fusseis et al., 2012;
FIGURE 6 | Microstructural development overview. (A) Left: sketch of sample
assembly with indicated FOV, which captures the interface between an upper
gypsum and a lower NaCl layer. Middle: tomographic reconstruction. Vertical
slice through the sample. Right: Same as middle image, but segmented for
the different phases for better visibility. Orange: Gypsum, Red: Bassanite,
Green: NaCl. The dehydration reaction, forming bassanite, initiates at the
gypsum – NaCl interface and travels upwards into the gypsum layer.
(B) Time-series showing the advance of the dehydration reaction.
FIGURE 7 | Porosity evolution. (A) Microstructure overview. Sub-area of
reconstructed XTM scan, vertical cross section. (B) Explanatory image for
how to read data in (C). 3D subvolume of segmented porosity. To each pore,
an individual color is assigned (although colors repeat). The subvolume
contains part of an NaCl layer to the top, a gypsum layer to the bottom and a
dehydrated layer traveling from the NaCl – gypsum interface downwards into
the gypsum layer. The large connected pore volume (large blue pore) shows
how porosity in the dehydrated layer is well connected. (C) Time-series of
pore network evolution with a time step of 5 min between successive time
points.
Bedford et al., 2017), porosity and permeability changes can also
be observed within the salt layer (Figure 7). There, the changes
can be correlated to the fluid release and pore fluid pressure
buildup caused by the dehydration reaction in the gypsum layer,
showing an example of a coupled process. Further developments
that feed into grain-scale feedbacks include the (i) temporary
fluid release until the dehydration reaction has completed, (ii)
the formation and, at least partly, subsequent compaction of
porosity, or (iii) increased salt deformation rates where water
enters the system from the dehydration reaction. It is during
these transient stages that the rock is most likely to weaken
significantly and where/when we expect to find the processes
that explain the susceptibility of evaporitic rocks to function as
detachment horizons.
Magmatic Processes
Modern volcanology uses a wide range of field and laboratory
techniques, analyzing and comparing cooled natural samples
with experimental products, real time geophysical measurements
and field observations to improve our understanding of
magmatic behavior. However, many of the key sub-surface
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processes that control magma mobility and influence eruption
behavior remain extremely challenging to constrain. This is
because of the multiple spatial and temporal scales over
which the processes operate, and the range of physical
and chemical heterogeneity in the magmatic systems; a
level of complexity further compounded by overprinting
and alteration of the microstructural information during all
subsequent stages of formation, storage, mobilization and
transport of magma. The natural and experimental samples
we can analyze post mortem will not retain the textures that
controlled behavior at depth, or those that existed under
experimental conditions.
Understanding what triggers eruptions, what controls
eruption explosivity, and how the coupled physical, chemical and
thermal evolution of the magma control its eruptability remain
core challenges in the discipline. This includes the nucleation
and growth of multiple mineral and bubble populations through
time; how crystal and bubble “cargoes” control magmatic
mobility; the mechanisms of mixing and mobilization of magmas
during recharge; and how bubble growth and coalescence
control permeability and outgassing during magma ascent and
therefore influence eruption explosivity. Fragmentation, welding
or sintering, and understanding how deformation and flow can
affect the rheological behavior and mobility are also targets of
ongoing investigation.
Making advances in these areas requires real-time, direct
observations of the processes operating at all stages of magmatic
evolution. Analysis of post-emplacement natural samples or
experimental charges both include a component of overprinting,
with early processes obscured or obliterated by later stages of the
evolution, and neither allow us to capture the dynamics of the
processes involved. X-ray tomography at synchrotron facilities
such as TOMCAT now gives us the capability to perform these
much needed in situ experiments, and allow us to observe and
quantify processes that have hitherto been inaccessible. This
continues to lead to new advances in conceptual understanding
and the development of new empirical and numerical models to
describe magmatic evolution.
In recent years the TOMCAT time-resolved endstation has
been used with great effect in a number of high temperature
volcanology studies, including work that has identified the
mechanism of volcanic sintering (Wadsworth et al., 2017, 2019),
tracked bubble growth (Baker et al., 2012; Pistone et al.,
2015b; Pleše et al., 2018), and melt segregation mechanisms
(Pistone et al., 2015a). In many of these cases, the starting
point of the processes under investigation and its duration are
unknown or hard to predict prior to the experiment. Often,
the kinetics of the processes has a strong thermal dependence,
or is controlled by the initial sample microstructure. In these
cases, the ability to exploit the GigaFRoST to capture multiple,
pre-registered 3D datasets at a variable image frequency over
the course of an experiment is invaluable, as is the absence of
any delay for data download from the camera before starting
another acquisition, should additional data be required. To
briefly highlight the capability of the TOMCAT endstation for
volcanological research, we present two exemplar datasets that
show the range of high-temperature experimental conditions
that can be achieved. For the purposes of this study, we focus
here on the power of the temporal resolution of the data, and
the information that can then be extracted from such data,
rather than giving a detailed analysis and interpretation in any
volcanological context.
Capturing Instabilities in Bubble Interactions in 4D
Capturing the bubble growth and collapse along with bubble-
bubble interaction and coalescence is key to understanding
degassing and out-gassing of magmas, which in turn controls the
build-up and release of the over-pressure that drives explosive
eruptions. The TOMCAT endstation has been instrumental in
shedding light on the evolution of permeability and porosity.
Samples were loaded into an Al2O3 ceramic crucible and
mounted on the TOMCAT rotation stage. The laser heating
system (Fife et al., 2012) was used to heat the samples at
15◦C/min to a fixed dwell temperature. The isothermal dwell
was varied systematically (550–1200◦C depending on sample) to
constrain the process dynamics. During the testing phase, the
continuous rotation provided the capability to move between
temperatures without the need for a cooling step. The complex
experimental charges used for this kind of experiment can be
challenging to produce, and their behavior can be influenced by
their initial heterogeneous microstructure and the cooling paths
they have experienced. The ability to image the behavior of the
same sample while changing temperature or deformation can
therefore be extremely useful for cross-correlation of behavior
between initial microstructures or between multiple samples
under the same conditions. The evolving microstructure strongly
influences the behavior at any time step, so the rate of change
observed in the structural evolution can vary. Where progression
occurs at a rate different to that predicted, the GigaFRoST
allows for additional acquisition periods at different tomography
acquisition frequencies without the need to stop rotation or
quench the sample. In the example illustrated here, images were
collected during heating, regularly through the isothermal dwell
at 900◦C, and during the sample cooling. 1000 projections were
acquired per 3D data set, with an exposure time of 2 ms and a
total scan acquisition time of 2 s. A 3D scan was started every
60 s throughout the experiment (Table 2). The reconstructed
data have a voxel edge length of 3.7 µm. Although we acquired
successive tomographies at low frequency (1/min), we obtain
the individual tomographies with short exposures as scan times
larger than a few seconds introduce significant motion blur into
some regions of the reconstructed image.
In this foam collapse scenario, we use a natural obsidian
sample (Newberry volcano) that had been foamed in the lab
(ex situ), and exploit the TOMCAT endstation to capture the
bubble-bubble interactions during a second phase of heating. In
the ex situ experiments, this heating schedule causes significant
collapse of the already degassed foam. The data from the foam
collapse experiment (Figure 8, left), shows small sections of the
reconstructed 2D slices at different time points (t = 1 min to
t = 80 min shown) through the 4D data set and allows us to
trace the geometric evolution of a particular bubble assemblage.
The entire sample is contracting heterogeneously, but generally
radially inwards in the images shown (the figure shows the
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FIGURE 8 | Tracking bubble interactions during foam collapse. The panels on
the left show a 2D axial slice through a sub-volume of the 4D data set at five
time points during the experiment. The 3D renderings on the right show the
changing interaction and complex “handshake” between two typical bubbles.
Note the comparable near symmetric deformation of both bubbles around the
interface. Most bubbles in the sample show some degree of dimpling at
multiple bubble-bubbler interfaces, although some do have truly planar films.
No thinning of the dimpled films is seen during this experiment, and no
coalescence is observed despite the volume reduction in the foam.
central region of a slice perpendicular to the rotation axis,
from the central region of the sample). The data, as illustrated
by these typical 2D time slices and the 3D rendered pairs of
bubbles (Figure 8, right), show that, despite the onset of collapse,
we see no coalescence, even where high curvature bubble-
bubble contacts are undergoing deformation. Such textures have
previously been suggested as indicative of nascent coalescence.
Yet, while we see significant but incomplete collapse over the
145 min heating schedule, we see no coalescence where these
complex bubble interactions are observed.
Quantification of Flow in Bubbly Magmatic Fluids
Moving beyond simple static systems, the TOMCAT endstation
and laser furnace system have also been integrated with
a rheological testing apparatus (XRheo, see Dobson et al.,
submitted) to investigate the response of magmas to deformation.
In the more challenging torsional experiments, the bubbly melt
undergoes deformation in a miniaturized wide gap concentric
cylinder rheometer (Figure 9, upper left). The beamline rotation
stage is used to control the cup, with the XRheo providing
the differential load for deformation. Given the high speed
of individual coalescence events in these samples (simulating
a fully degassed basaltic magma with an initial porosity of
∼40%), there remains some motion blur, even when working
with short tomography acquisition times of 0.25 s. Speeds of
0.25 s per tomogram were achievable, but the slight reduction
in motion blur was outweighed by the increase in detrimental
image noise from shorter exposure times or fewer projections
(see Dobson et al., submitted for details). Using an acquisition
protocol with 1000 projections per scan at a speed of 1 tps
(1 ms exposure time) with a 3.7 µm voxel size, the quality of
the data is sufficient to perform a qualitative assessment of the
bubble motion, and detailed quantitative analysis using the latest
Digital Volume Correlation (DVC) techniques (3Dmagination
and Avizo, Thermo Fisher) to define the accommodation of
displacement and strain across the sample volume (Figure 9).
The 2D images from three consecutive time steps at the same
slice position (Figure 9, top right) clearly show the motion and
deformation of the bubbles (with minimal motion blur), and the
quantitative DVC analysis for the same time points (Figure 9,
bottom) shows the 3-dimensional distribution and heterogeneity
of the displacement vector field.
DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
XTM is an established analysis technique in different fields of
the Earth Sciences and an increasing number of institutes in
these fields are nowadays equipped with their own tomographic
scanners (or even entire X-ray tomography facilities) for the on-
site investigation of static samples. Synchrotron radiation, with
its coherence and high flux, is instead required for studying fast
dynamic processes as they happen in 3D. Hardware and software
developments (Table 1) over the past decade have pushed the
time resolution for tomographic microscopy investigations at
large scale facilities well into the sub-second regime, opening up
a wealth of new possibilities for addressing scientific questions
outside reach until recently.
Since the advent on the market of the first high-quality, high-
frame-rate detectors (Mokso et al., 2010), the TOMCAT beamline
has been at the forefront of the time-resolved tomographic
microscopy activities. In addition to its highly flexible design,
able to accommodate the most diverse applications, a few key
unique hardware devices made new groundbreaking experiments
(Walker et al., 2014; García-Moreno et al., 2019) at the TOMCAT
fast tomography endstation possible. The high field bending
magnet source and the relatively short beamline (samples
typically located at 25 m from the source of the radiation) lead
to a large (∼20 × 5 mm2) but at the same time intense beam,
even though the used FOV is typically more around 5 × 5 mm2.
These beam sizes are not always available at other imaging
beamlines based on undulator sources, unless the endstation
is far away from the source outside the main building or a
beam expander is used. The recently procured custom-made
high-efficiency 4× optical component coupled to the in-house
developed GigaFRoST detector is essential to best exploit the
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FIGURE 9 | Capturing deformation during rotational deformation. (TOP LEFT) Photograph showing the XRheo and the SLS laser system installed at TOMCAT (See
Dobson et al., submitted for further details). (TOP RIGHT) Mid-section axial slices from four time steps through the measured volume (each image is 7 s apart). The
cup and spindle are the mid gray cylindrical regions bounding the bubble-bearing melt (pale gray). Highly heterogeneous motion of bubbles (black) can be seen
between all four images (especially in the bottom right quadrant). Data quality is sufficient to allow these displacements to be quantified using Digital Volume
Correlation (BOTTOM), with the displacement vectors of the mesh centers shown colored by displacement magnitude.
available photon flux and push time-resolved imaging to the
20 Hz regime and beyond. The flexible hardware integration
makes planning and designing a variety of different experiments
with the most diverse requirements possible, while efficient data
handling and reconstruction tools provide rapid access to post-
processed data, facilitating and speeding up decisions affecting
the on-ongoing experiment, a feature strongly appreciated by the
scientific user community.
The study of the most diverse transient geological processes
across different Earth Sciences disciplines has strongly benefited
from these new capabilities. In particular the high spatial and
temporal resolutions coupled to the potential for long duration
experiments have proved essential for the investigation of
highly dynamic systems where critical developments occur over
several minutes, as it is often the case. Compromises on the
experimental design (e.g., a higher number of projections or
scans to the detriment of a smaller FOV) and on the portion of
the processes to be investigated are no longer necessary. These
new opportunities have also strongly contributed to pushing
fields beyond the 2D approach and support with experimental
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evidence the behavior of phenomena in 3D at unprecedented
spatio-temporal resolution. This newly unlocked knowledge will
be invaluable for the validation and advancement of theoretical
and numerical models in different Earth Sciences communities,
key tools for addressing several environmental, industrial and
medical applications.
Although 20 Hz tomographic experiments with a few micron
spatial resolution are routine at TOMCAT (Maire et al., 2016),
investigations of sub-second dynamic processes with a higher-
spatial resolution are still borderline due to insufficient photon
flux leading to unsatisfactory data quality. A high-quality, high-
efficiency microscope lens as the one described in Section
“Optics,” but with a higher magnification (e.g., 10×) would
directly lead to an increase of time resolution by a few times. The
in-line arrangement (Mokso et al., 2013) of two different efficient
optics coupled to two GigaFRoST detectors, actually available in-
house, would also make time-resolved multi-resolution studies
a reality. This arrangement would enable the simultaneous
acquisition of overview and zoomed-in scans of exactly the
same sample and process, providing important simultaneous
3D information on the relationship between microstructural
details and the overall structure or permitting the observation
of processes at two different length scales. The immediate
benefits for studies of pore scale flow processes in heterogeneous
multiscale porous media are obvious for a wide range of
geological settings, including volcanology, where the behavior of
thin bubble films (elucidating the processes of bubble nucleation
and coalescence) could be captured alongside the larger scale
bubble evolution. Similarly, in rock deformation experiments,
both grain scale and continuum behaviors in the same sample
could be captured simultaneously under identical conditions.
With a 2.4 GeV ring and a 2.9 T bending magnet, the high
energy photons available at TOMCAT are limited (Figure 1). For
energies above 40 keV the flux is strongly reduced and at 80 keV
it approaches 0. Although the beam on sample could be wider
than 22 mm, the low number of high energy photons restrains the
maximum sample size for typical geological materials like rocks
to 5–7 mm, at times not satisfactory for in situ experiments, both
because small cells could be difficult to realize and the observed
processes could be dominated by boundary effects.
The SLS is planning an upgrade to a diffraction-limited
storage ring for 2023–2024 (Streun et al., 2018). For the current
TOMCAT fast tomography endstation, the proposed upgrade
opens the doors to experiments with larger samples since the
flux at higher energies should significantly increase by placing a
bending magnet with a stronger magnetic field in the new ring.
Furthermore, the portfolio of imaging options of the new ring
(still under discussion) could potentially offer new opportunities
as, for instance, sub-second tomographic imaging capabilities in
the sub-micron regime if a new tomography endstation could be
located at an undulator beamline. Additional envisaged hardware
upgrades include a new modular sample manipulator and a faster
high-frame rate detector.
Despite the efficient tools developed for handling,
reconstructing and post-processing the large amount of
data produced during time-resolved experiments, a margin for
improvement still exists. While new technological solutions (e.g.,
more powerful computational hardware and larger bandwidths)
will naturally ease the work with TBs of experimental data, we
believe that with smarter acquisition strategies and new software
solutions as those provided by the emerging deep learning field,
a higher image quality, temporal and spatial resolution will be
within reach with actually less data.
Currently, in time-resolved experiments, the data acquisition
is often performed essentially blindly, resulting in large amounts
of data without any information of interest. Not only is this
large amount of useless data produced, transferred, stored and
reconstructed in the first place, but these multiple TB of data
need to be interrogated, either manually or semi-automatically,
to identify its small useful portion, before any actual analysis
can start. The synchronization possibilities offered at TOMCAT
(see Sections “Rotation Stage” and “Data Acquisition”) at
least partially mitigate this data deluge. The 3D preview
currently under development (Buurlage et al., 2019) opens up
new opportunities for an active experimental feedback and
should enable smarter experiment control, thereby significantly
reducing the amount of acquired data while maximizing its
information content.
Until now, it has mostly been possible to tomographically
reconstruct the acquired data using standard approaches
based on analytical solutions (Marone et al., 2017), even for
under-sampled and noisy datasets typical for investigations
with a high temporal resolution. Yet, iterative reconstruction
techniques incorporating a priori knowledge about the sample’s
microstructure or time-evolution (Van Eyndhoven et al.,
2015) and deep learning methods for image denoising
and post-processing (e.g., segmentation) (Pelt et al., 2018)
have the potential to further decrease the size of the
raw datasets (by reducing the number of projections
required to achieve a given data quality) or to increase
the quality of tomographic volumes (for a given number
of projections or scan time), thus improving and enabling
automation of post-processing segmentation and quantification
workflows. The current lack of reliable automatic data
post-processing procedures still hinders the development
of more streamlined large data quantification pipelines.
Improvements to the data quality are expected to increase the
level of automation for interrogating big data. This should
lead to a net decrease of the delay between experiments
and publication of the results, which can currently amount
to several years.
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